
Ref: AISV-8th WR-14th-19th JUNE, 2021

Dear Parents,

Greetings!

Pre-Primary & Primary/Secondary Weekly Report of AISV from 14th June,
2021 to 19th June, 2021

AMICUS INTERNATIONAL PRE SCHOOL VADODARA

PRAYER TIME

● God’s Love!
● Sanskrit Shlok - Twamev Mata Cha Pita Twamev

NURSERY

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Kids practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis.They had fun doing exercises after
a short summer break.

RHYMES Little stars practiced and enjoyed singing the rhyme I am
Special with action.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Little ones were introduced to new Left Curve and Right
Curve patterns through fine motor activity.
They were also introduced to a new letter Letter C through
video.They practiced the same in their textbooks.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots were introduced to a new number Number 1.They
practiced the same in their textbooks and notebooks.

GK/SHOW & TELL Master minds were introduced to different hand actions.They
made flowers with help of finger print.

STORY TELLING Children enjoyed listening to the story of The Plans of



Animals.

ART & CRAFT Young artists had fun by colouring in an Elephant.

LKG

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced all the
exercises done till now and along with yoga exercise
Breathe in and breathe out.

RHYMES Tiny tots enthusiastically revised the rhymes “Hot cross buns,
I am a little teapot, Chop chop, Little jack horner, Two
little feet, Head shoulders & Eight big fingers.” They were
also introduced to a new rhyme Mary Had a Little lamb
through a video and actions.

ENGLISH/
PATTERNS

Toddlers revised A to Z orally and wrote letter Cc in their
textbooks. They were introduced to letter Dd through
picture reading, Dot activity in textbooks and wrote the
same in their notebooks and textbooks. They also revised the
phonic sounds of the letters A to H with actions.

MATHS/
PATTERNS

Tiny tots revised numbers ( 1 to 7) by counting grains,
practiced writing numbers (1-5) in their notebooks. Children
were introduced to number 8 through objects and cutouts.
They also practiced writing number 8 in slate as well as in
their textbooks. Kids were introduced to a new rhyme- It’s
time to wake up and eat.

GK/SHOW & TELL Little munchkins had fun revising all about the body parts



done till now through picture wall reading & textual exercise
and were introduced to tongue, teeth, lips, cheeks & chin.
They also did photograph sticking activity in their
textbooks.

HINDI Little stars have revised swar ‘अ to  ई’ through PPT and
along with picture cutouts and revised the swar rhyme.
They practice writing swar ‘अ to  ई’ in slate as well as in a
notebook. Kids were introduced to swar ‘उ’ through
flash cards in the form of a story. They practiced
writing on slate along with pictures as well as in the
Hindi textbook. Little kids did matching pictures to its
swar ( अ to  ई ) in their Hindi notebook.

STORY TELLING Students revised the story “Clever Kina” through picture
reading from their books along with actions. They also spoke
up the story on their own.

FINE MOTORS Kids tried their hands on doing a fun activity based on pegs &
cardboard that cutted out into rectangle & square shapes and
had semi circle markings on it. Children attached the pegs
onto the markings done on the cardboard.

ART & CRAFT Little stars had fun crayoning in the image of an apple and a
mango in their Navneet textbooks. They also made Pen
stand for their father as a part of Father’s day activity.



UKG

CIRCLE TIME
YOGA/EXERCISE

Children practiced shloka "Twameva Mata cha pita
twameva" on a daily basis. They also practiced all the
exercises done till now and along with yoga exercise
Breathe in and breathe out.

RHYMES Our little stars were introduced to a new rhyme ‘Snap Your
Fingers’ they enjoyed doing the same with action.

ENGLISH Kids practiced ‘e’ family cvc words orally and completed the
exercise of the same in the textbook. They were also introduced
with cursive writing patterns in the notebook.

MATHS Kids were introduced to the Numbers “1 to 50” through story
even though they enjoy counting and colouring in their textbook.
And write “Number Names 1 to 10” in their notebook.

GK/SHOW & TELL Kids were introduced with the new chapter ‘Family’. They did a
small exercise of the same given in the textbook.

HINDI Kids enjoy writing “उ ऊ ऋ, ए, ऐ” in their notebook and they
enjoy doing actions on “�वर गीत” and “अगंो” with their teacher.

ART & CRAFT Our tiny tots made a Greeting card for their Father as a part of
Father’s Day Activity.



EVENTS & CELEBRATIONS

● PARENTS PHONICS WORKSHOP - UKG & LKG (12th & 19th June
2021)

A parents phonic workshop was held on 12th June 2021 for UKG
parents and 19th June 2021 for LKG parents. It was presented by Ms.
Anila Abby and the importance of sound of each letter was explained
with actions and words, beginning with that particular sound. And also

Sight words - look and read words, were
explained and how we use those words to form
sentences. UKG parents were explained 3 letter
words (cvc words) - how to read the same
with sounds of letters.
Parents enjoyed this session and actively
participated in the Activity on sound
recognition game for better understanding the
sounds of the letters!

● FATHER’S DAY  (19th June 2021)

Words are not enough to explain my love for you Daddy, you are
my BEST MAN! Thank you for always being there for me...

Happy Fathers Day!!

Pre primary Tiny Little Stars expressed their love for their father by
doing various creative activities along with their BEST MAN -
Daddy/Papa and dear Mumma. They had great fun & enjoyed this
special session with their teachers and parents and also enjoyed dancing to
the tune of the song - Chanda ne pucha taron se…



AMICUS INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL VADODARA

ONLINE CLASSES & EXAMS:

Online classes and exams were conducted
for grades 1 to 5 through the Zoom Cloud
Meeting App and 6 to 10 through Google
Meet. Students were taught all the subjects
i.e. English, Hindi, Maths, Science, Social
Science, 3rd Language(Gujarati/Sanskrit),
Life-skills, Gurukulam, Music, Dance, Yoga,
Art and Craft sessions were also conducted
for the students.

Grade 1

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Introduction explanation and solving textbook exercise of the
chapter, ‘Naming words’ was done and introduction of chapter,
Common names and the special name was given with class
discussion and video presentation. With this students also
enhanced their listening skills by playing a game.

Math Chapter-3-Addition, horizontal and vertical addition concept was
explained using maths apps and classwork and practice work for
the same was shared in google classroom. Extra additional sums
were given as practice using different apps.

Science Question answers of the chapter 'Plant World' was done in the
class. Also, kids solved online worksheets.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.



Hands-On
Experience

Students with the help of their teachers' guidance did an
interesting activity using water, black pepper and dishwashing gel.
This Activity was conducted to make kids understand how
important it is to wash their hands with soap and water to get rid
of germs.

Hindi छा�� ने क�ा म� संय�ुत �यंजन �, �, �, � को समझा और पढ़ा l

Yoga Students learnt six poses of Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured the object drawing.

Music Students enjoyed bhalu wala aaya song with action.

Dance Students enjoyed dancing on coca-cola song.

Grade 2

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Introduction, explanation and solving several textbook exercises of
the chapter, naming words was done and introduction of Common
and special names was given with examples.

Math Chapter-2-Addition of two digits number, the one-digit number was
explained by using maths apps and quiz apps. The concept of the
addition of two-digit numbers with one-digit numbers was
explained. Classwork and practice work for the same was shared in
google classroom.

Science Objective exercise and question answers of the chapter 'Wild
Animals' were done in the class.

Hindi छा�� ने ”घुघँ�वाल� �रगं“ कहानी को समझा | खेल - भावना , �म�ता जसेै जीवन
म�ूय� को जाना |

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.

Hands-On
Experience

Students with the help of their teachers' guidance did an interesting
activity using water, black pepper and dishwashing gel. This
Activity was conducted to make kids understand how important it is
to wash their hands with soap and water to get rid of germs.



Yoga Students learnt six poses of Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft Students drew and coloured the object drawing.

Music Students enjoyed jungle ke janwaron ki rail gaadi aayi song
with action.

Dance Students enjoyed dancing on coca-cola song.

Grade 3

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students practised reading comprehension skills and solving textual
exercises of the same. Students also tried reading and answering
comprehension by clicking the link shared in the virtual class by
enhancing their reading and answering skills. Apart from that,
listening skills were enhanced by playing a game- ‘Do as I say’.

Maths Students were explained how to solve estimation sums and they
practised the same with textual exercises. They did the revision of
the Addition Chapter through Chapter Revision exercises in
textbooks. They revised the same by conducting a quiz through
Quizizz.

Hindi छा�� ने क�ा म� �याकरण का “ि�वज” खेला और चचा� �कया | “जलती हाँडी“ कहानी
को समझा  और पढ़ा |

Science Students were made to perform a science experiment on”
“Respiration in leaves/presence of Stomata”. Textual exercise
of Parts of plants was discussed and the answer key of the same
was shared in google classroom. New Chapter- Eating habits of
Animals was introduced with a group discussion on Why do animals
need food?

Computer Students were introduced to a new chapter Inside a Computer
through PPT. They revised the IPO cycle by conducting a quiz
through Quizizz.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.



Yoga The yoga session was conducted by the educator wherein students
did the breathing exercise with Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft Students folded paper and did the paper folding-fish and also
enjoyed drawing ‘Ellie, the elephant.’

Music Students enjoyed Chanda chamke cham-cham song and
hand-clapping rhythmic game.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on friendship mashup song.

Grade 4

SUBJECTS
STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students have completed solving the exercise of “Subject and
Predicate” from the textbook and grammar and composition book.

Math Continuing the chapter Multiplication of Numbers, students came
to know about the estimated product and pattern. Also, they did the
textbook exercise of this.

Science Continuing the chapter “Plant adaptations”. Students were able
to identify different adaptations of plants that survive in mountains,
planes and marshy areas with examples.

Social
Science

Test on “locating places on map” using the app was conducted.
Students were introduced to the history behind the making of our
constitution, enforcement, preamble and the constituent assembly
in the chapter The constitution of India. A quiz on Framing of the
Constitution was conducted using the Live Worksheet App.

Hindi छा�� ने “दातनु बनी �धन” कहानी को जाना एवं समझा | पया�वरण के ��त जाग�कता
जसेै जीवन म�ूय� को जाना |

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “�વર - ઉ “ થી શ�ુ થતા શ�દો ની સમજ મેળવી અને લેખન ક�ુ�. “�ુ થી
� ુ“ ની સમજ મેળવી લેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ततृीयः पाठः " मम �व�यालयः " का संपणू� पनुः अवलोकन (Revision ) �कया
।

Computer In the chapter Formatting in MS Word, students came to know
about the find and replace options along with paragraph groups.



Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance
to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm
and time with “Self”.

Yoga The yoga session was conducted by the educator wherein students
did the breathing exercise with Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft By using craft papers and folding them in different ways students
made paper fish and created an art collage of fish in a pond.

Music Students enjoyed Chanda chamke cham-cham song and
hand-clapping rhythmic game.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on friendship mashup song.

Grade 5

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English The students were introduced to the Grammar chapter, ‘Nouns:
Possession’ through examples and rules about the usage of ‘ and
‘s were explained. The textual exercises were solved. The
Comprehension topics were also discussed in the class.

Math Chapter revision for the periodic test was done through the Quizizz
app.

Science Continuing the chapter “ Skeletal system and nervous system”.
Students were introduced to the nervous system of the human body
and its different parts and functions.

Social
Science

Students came to know about the Indus valley civilization and the
Vedic civilization. They were explained the meaning of Civilisation
and the division of Indian History in three parts.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ-13 'रचना�मक ग�त�व�धय�' के अतंग�त '�च�- वण�न' को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમા ં“વચન” ની સમજ મેળવી અને તેની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने �थमः पाठः " अहम ् - वयम,् �वं - ययूम ् " पाठ के �याकरण को �व�तार से
सीखा साथ ह� वा�य �योग भी �कया ।



Computer Continuing the chapter Inserting Pictures and Tables in MS
Word 2016, Students learnt the steps for inserting SmartArt,
Charts and tables in MS Word.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to
close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and
time with “Self”.

Yoga The yoga session was conducted by the educator wherein students
did the breathing exercise with Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft To get the joy of new creation students prepared flower vase by
taking a print of forms of vegetables and leaves. They also used
cotton Bud for painting.

Music Students enjoyed Chanda chamke cham-cham song and
hand-clapping rhythmic game.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 6

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of grammar was done. Students did the extra practice of
grammar.

Maths Chapter revision for the periodic test was done through the Quizizz
app.

Science Chapter revision for the periodic test was done through the Quizizz
app. Also, a new chapter Sorting Materials was introduced.

Social
Science

Revision test of PT1 syllabus was conducted in the class through
Google form. Explanation of the chapter, Diversity and
Discrimination was completed.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 9 'सं�ा' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ �યાકરણમા ં“વચન” ની સમજ મેળવી અને તેની ચચા� કર�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ततृीय पाठः "श�द प�रचयः -3 " का संपणू� पनुः अवलोकन ( Revision )
�कया ।



Computer The chapter Mail Merge was completed along with a discussion of textual
exercise and question and answer. Also, the Internet chapter revision was
done.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Yoga The yoga session was conducted by the educator wherein students
did the breathing exercise with Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft To get the joy of new creation students prepared flower vase by
taking the print of forms of vegetables and leaves. They also used
cotton Bud for painting.

Music students learnt ye to Sach hai song.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 7

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of grammar was done. Students did the extra practice of
grammar.

Math Continuing the chapter “Rational Number” with the concept of
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division of it. Students were
able to solve examples of textbooks.

Science The textual exercise of the chapter, ‘Nutrition in Animals’ was
discussed in the class. A new chapter, ‘Water’ was introduced to the
students, wherein discussion about the sources of water, the
importance of freshwater, forms of water and the water cycle was
done.

Social
Science

The chapter, "New Kings and Kingdoms" was started. Students
were explained about how the Samantas came to power during 7th
century and the rise of certain empires. Revision test of PT1 was
conducted through Google form.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ- 2 'वण� और वण�माला' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “નવરા�ી” પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી અને તેની ચચા� કર�. �વામી િવવકેાનદં
પાઠના �વા�યાન�ુ ંપાઠ� - ��ુતકમા ંલેખન ક�ુ�.



Sanskrit छा�� ने ततृीय पाठः " �वावल�बन " के ��न उ�र एवं �र�त �थान� क� प�ूत � करना सीखा
।

Computer Continuing the chapter More on HTML, Students came to know list
tag and table tag with practical examples.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students learned
prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique, healing
technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a chance to close
their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of calm and time
with “Self”.   

Yoga The yoga session was conducted by the educator wherein students
did the breathing exercise with Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft To get the joy of new creation students prepared a natural scene by
taking print of forms of vegetables and leaves. They also used cotton
Bud for painting.

Music students learnt ye to Sach hai song.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 8

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Revision of grammar was done. Students did the extra practice of
grammar

Math Continuing the chapter “Understanding Quadrilateral”. Students
were able to differentiate parallelogram, rhombus, square, kite,
rectangle shapes with their properties. The textbook exercise is
discussed and completed in the classroom and notebook work is
assigned.

Science-
Biology

The chapter, ‘Cell: Structure and Function’ was completed after
discussion of the textual exercise in the class.

Science-
Chemistry

Completed the chapter “Combustion and fossil fuels”. The
textbook exercise is discussed and completed in the classroom and
notebook work is assigned.

Social
Science

In the chapter, "From trade to territory" students learned how
the EIC acquired territories not only through wars but also through



politics. They understood about 'Subsidiary Alliance'. They
appeared for the PT1 revision test through Google form.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ -16 'रचना�मक अ�भ�यि�त' के अतंग�त 'ई-मेल' को पढ़ा एवं
समझा।

Gujarati િવ�ાથ�ઓએ “પોથી પ�ંડત” પાઠ ની સમજ મેળવી અને ચચા� કર� અને અઘરા શ�દો

�ુ ંલેખન ક�ુ�.

Sanskrit छा�� ने ��वतीय पाठः " �बल�य वाणी न कदा�प मे �ुता " पाठ के ��न उ�र एवं �र�त
�थान� क� प�ूत � क� ।

Computer Students learnt about Font, Text and Background CSS with
practical examples in HTML.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments of
calm and time with “Self”.   

Yoga The yoga session was conducted by the educator wherein students
did the breathing exercise with Surya Namaskar.

Art & Craft To get the joy of new creation students prepared a natural scene by
taking print of forms of vegetables and leaves. They also used
cotton Bud for painting.

Dance Students enjoyed the dance on Koi Kahe song.

Grade 9

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced grammar with modals. Also, extra practice
was done.

Math Continuing the chapter, “Lines and angles” with the concept of
triangle. The textbook exercise was discussed and completed in
the classroom and notebook work is assigned.

Science-
Biology

The Chapter, ‘Improvement in Food Resources’ was
completed.  The textual exercise was discussed.

Science-
Chemistry

Completed the chapter “Is matter around us pure?”. The
textbook exercise is discussed in the classroom and the notebook



work is assigned. Started the new chapter “ Atoms and
molecules”.

Social
Science-
History

In the chapter, Socialism in Europe and Russian Revolution,
students learned about the reasons and aftermath of the
February revolution, October revolution and Civil war.

Social
Science-
Economics

They enhance their knowledge in Education, Health and
Unemployment in India of Ongoing chapter Person as
Resources.

Hindi �व�या�थ�य� ने पाठ 8 'अश�ुध वा�य� के शोधन' को पढ़ा एवं समझा।

Computer Students came to know the various ways for selection of text and
all the Editing features in MS Word.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.    

Grade 10

SUBJECTS STUDENTS LEARNED

English Students enhanced grammar with determiners. Also, extra
practice was done. A writing skills test was also conducted.

Hindi छा�� ने पाठ "मन�ुयता" एवं "साखी - कबीर के दोहे" का पनुरावत�न �कया

Math A case study of “Arithmetic Progression” was discussed in
the classroom. The “construction” of a line with a given ratio
and similar triangle was done by showing a video. Also, the
chapter “Quadratic Equation” was introduced with real-world
problems in the classroom.

Science-
Biology

The students learnt about the Endocrine glands, hormones and
their functions in humans from the chapter, ‘Control and
Coordination.  The textual exercise was discussed.

Science-
Physics

Revision for upcoming PT1 was done. The students appeared
for a revisional test.



Science-
Chemistry

Continuing the chapter “Metals and nonmetals”. The reaction
of metals and nonmetals with acid, metal salts were explained
with suitable chemical reactions.

Social Science-
History

In the chapter, "Nationalism in India" students learned about
the reasons why various social groups participated in the Civil
Disobedience Movement. They understood the ideology of
Gandhiji and his desire to make the meaning of Swaraj more
concrete than abstract.

Social Science-
PS. & ECO.

They were engrossed with the PT 1 Chapter test.

Gurukulam Gurukulam was conducted by the educator wherein students
learned prayers, breathing exercises, concentration technique,
healing technique, and cosmic chants. The session gave all a
chance to close their eyes and introspect, attain a few moments
of calm and time with “Self”.  

EVENTS AND CELEBRATIONS:

FATHER’S DAY CELEBRATION- 19.06.2021

Students of grade 1 to 10 were engrossed with an activity for father on father’s Day. They
did many fun activities like creative card making, Message writing and games were
planned to be played with father’s.


